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Abstract. We enumerate the minimal covers of a finite set S, classifying such covers 
cardinality, and dso bv the number of elements in S which they cover uniquely. 
by their 
1. Preliminaries 
A cover of a set S is a collection of nonempty subsets of S,, the union 
of which is S. Let C(n) denote the number of covers of a set with finite 
cardinalitv ?r (abbreviated ‘n-set’ inwhat follows). Since any collection 
of nonempty subsets of an n-set S covers some subset of S, it follows 
thlat the numbers C(n) are generated by the recurrence 
A cover of S will be called minimal if none of its proper subsets covers 
S.. Among the minimal covers of a set are all of its partitions. We recall 
that the number of partitions P(n) of an n-set S is given by the formula 
where the S(n, j), called Stirling numbers of the second kind, enumerate 
the partitions of S into j classes [ 1, p. 991 .
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2. Ccunting minir\al covers 
We shall find it useful to classifiv the minimal covers Of a set 2.3 botl: 
by their cardinality and by the number of points in S which they cover 
uniquely. [A minimal cover of S consisting of k nonempty subsets of 
S will be called a k-member miniwl cover of S. A point in S is said tc 
be coverecd uniquely by a cover of S if it is an clement of exactly one 
member of the cover, in which cz$,e that member is also said to cover 
the point uniquely.] Clearly, each member of a minimal cover of S 
covers at Icast one point of S uniquely. Hence, a minimal cover of an 
n-set may J?ave no more than 12 members and a k-member minimal 
cover of S covers at least k points of S uniquely. 
Let M(n, k, j) denote thle number of k-member minimal covers of an 
n-set S which cover j points of S uniquely. Eaclv minimal cover of S of 
this specification induces a k-member partition of the j uniquely covered 
points in the obvious way. Thus, for 2 5 k 5 j 5 n, each minimal cover 
of this spec ification may be constructed by (i) choosing a j-subset of S, 
(ii) partitioning this subset into k classes, and (iii) adjoining the remain- 
ing n--j elements of S to these k classes in such a way that each of these 
elements i  adjoined to at least two of the classes. Hence, for 
2l<_k<_j<n, 
W M(n, k, j) = (7) (2” -k- 1 )“-QY(f, k) . 
Clearl:y, M(n, I, j) = 0 if 1 5 j < n and M(n, 31, n) = 1 for all n 2 1. Hence, 
with the convention O” - l,formula(l)holdsforl sk<j<,n. 
Lr.:t Jf(n, j) enumerate the minimal covers of an n-set which cover j
pain ts of that set uniqueRy and let M*(n, k) enumerate the k-member 
~mi.n mall covers of an n-set. It follows from (1) that 
(2) 
and. t&at 
. 
MO-4 i) = (73 b 
k=l 
(2k -46 1 )“-‘S(j, k) 
M*(n, k) = 5 (“> (l!t -k- l)n’jS(f, k) . 
f=k i 
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In particular, M(n, 1) = 0 if n > 1, M(n, 2) = (z) and M(rr, n) = P(n). 
Also, M"(n, 1) = M"(n, n) = 1. In addition, i.t follows from elementary 
properties of the Stirling numbers [1, p. 431 that 
I;l*(n, n-l) =*n (2n-n-l) 
and 
iY*(n, 2) = ,$* (y )8(j, 2) = S(n + 1,3) . 
3. Tables and generating functions 
Table 1 
M(n,j)forn 5 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 !7 
- 
. 
ti 2 
0 3 s 
0 6 28 15 
0 10 190 210 52 
0 15 1,340 3,360 1,506 203 
0 21 9,065 60,270 48,321 10,871 877 
‘Table 2 
M*(n, k) for n 5 ‘7 
3 4 :‘; 6 7 
_.. ,_ 
1 
22 1 
305 65 1 
3,410 2,540 171 1 
966 33,621 77,350 17,066 420 1 
With regard to congruences for the numbers in Tables 1 and 2, we 
note that, for p prime, Me, j) p 0 (mod p) for 1 <: j < p, and M”@, k:) 
= 0 (mod p) for 1 < k < p. These assertions follow easily from (2), (3) .snd 
familiar congruences (mod p) for binomial coefficients and Stirling wan- 
bers. 
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For convenience in discussing enerating functions for the rows of 
Tables 1 and 2, set M(ti, 0) = M*(:s, 0) = 0, and let 
(4) 
and 
(5) M;(x) = PO M”(n, k)x’: . :5 
The Stirling numbers may be eliminated 
s(/, k) = Ak @/k! [ 1, p. 331. Thus, 
from (4) and (5) by writing 
M,(x) =,$“(y) k50 (2k-k-l)n-j S(i, k)xj = 
= f&y) 5 &_~__~y-j~ 5 (._l)k--s c,“>J 
j=O 1 k=() ’ s=o 
= keo b e. (-1:,i-s 
= .= 
I$$ (7) (2k-k-l)n-j(sxr' 
. 
= k~o&$o (qk-“(,k) (2k--k-l +sx)” . 
= .: = 
Similarly, 
kk 
M;(x) = keO 6 sc, (-I).~-~ (;) (2k-k-1 +s)” . = . ” 
INote that Mn (1) = M,*( 1) = the total number of minimal covers of an 
n-set. 
For p an oddl prime, 
Since fil@, P) z x$=, s@, k) s 2 (mod p), M(p, j) = 0 (mod p) for 
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2 <, j < p, and M@, 2) = (5) f 0 (mod p2), it folilows that Mp (x) is x2 .’ 
times an Eisenstein irreducible polynomial of degree p-2. 
We conclude with an observation of L. Carlitz. Set 
. 
-WW,xP(in)k o t: k)xk , 
so M(n, j, 1) = M(n, j). Then 
. 
M(n+j, j,x) = (“f’) k h (2k-k-l)nS(j, k)xk = o 
. 
= khos(il k)Xk $. (-l)“-+ (;) 2ks(k+l)“-s . = = 
Now set 
. 
so that 
(Dx)rPj(x) = i- (k+ 1)' S(j, k) xk 
k :!(‘J 
(II = 2:) . 
It follows that 
M(n+ j, j, x) = (“f’) 2 
s&O 
(-lr-” (,“> (Dx)“-~ Pj(2’X) . 
In particular, M(j, j, 1) = MCj, j) = Pi(l) = P(j), as noted in Section 2. 
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